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I(TS)² provides on site on demand information security training courses through our highly qualified and authorized instructors.
Courses include client customized and I(TS)² developed courses.
Ideally, for such engagements Clients have to provide the venue, the class room requirements and refreshments while I(TS)²
shall provide the instructor, material and proctor the official exam if requested.
I(TS)² provides information security training courses on a quarterly basis which are delivered through our highly qualified and
authorized instructors. Courses include BSI, BCI, EC-Council, CompTIA, PECB, (ISC)2 and I(TS)² developed courses.
For Public training I(TS)² arranges for the venue either in a luxurious hotel or at the I(TS)² Academy Centre in Riyadh. The
classroom requirements, lunch and refreshments, courseware material, and proctor for the official exam on the last day of the
training are provided as well.

Anchored against international best practices and standards, the main objective of Training Needs Assessment (TNA) is to
identify the gap between the current target audience awareness, training and education status and the target status (gaps) and
to develop detailed methodology and roadmap to fill this gap. Our methodology in conducting TNA is based on meet-in-themiddle between the adopted standards and the client›s objectives. The deliverables would include the required awareness,
training and education requirements for every category of the target audience and the roadmap for implementation.
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Courseware
Customization

In accordance with the clients› requirements and objectives, we customize or update existing clients› courseware material
based on international best practices, current technological advancements and well known Quality Assurance approaches.

Courseware
Design

Based on the market demand and newly introduced technologies, we design/develop student courseware material and
lab manuals based on international best practices, current technological advancements and well known Quality Assurance
approaches.

Course
Evaluation

End of class course evaluation exams, exercises, workshops are designed and delivered for client customized courseware and
our in-house developed/ designed courses. We follow course objectives in the evaluation exams and best practices. Questions
are a mix of multiple choices, True/ False, fill in the blanks etc.

